What does it really

cost you
to get it wrong?
Understand code and get instant access to coding information.

Coder’s Resource Center

Minimize your claim denials and maximize your efficiency with
always-on access to the real-time updates required to ensure proper
code assignment up front.

Always on. Always current.
Your complete coding solution.

Coding Suite provides advanced primary source content and expert tools —
updated in real time — to ensure the integrity of your program, revenue, and
audit documentation. The Coder’s Resource Center (CRC) level of the Coding
Suite is a perfect fit for staff members who need instant access to simple,
natural-language lookup tools to simultaneously search dozens of expert coding
resources — without needing to be a coding expert.
Knowing what you don’t know is half the battle
 Stay ahead of continuously changing codes and regulations with exactly the
information you need, precisely when and where you need it.
Support comprehensive decision-making with complete knowledge
 Use the custom search engine to find the coding, payment, and coverage
guidelines you need, facilitating easy coding research and ensuring
Medicare claims compliance.
 Online code search and book research in one location, for a complete,
easy-to-use solution for coding staff across your organization — without
any specialized training.
Make real-time decisions based on real-time information
 Web-based, quick to implement, always on, and available on any device
for quick learning and instant reference.
 Electronic codebooks are updated well ahead of the typical paper
publication ship date, integrate coding and payment information, and
allow you to bookmark items for fast access later.
 Stay current with automatic updates — email alerts that include local
coverage determinations, state Medicaid and Medicare updates, and
coding changes personalized for your location and preferences.
Know. Right. Now.

Coder’s Resource Center (CRC)
Our basic solution is a perfect fit
for staff members and students
who need fast, easy access to
coding information.

Because a dynamic industry demands dynamic solutions
With the ever-increasing pace of health care regulatory
change that includes the ongoing adoption of ICD-10,
it’s harder than ever for coding and reimbursement
professionals to ensure proper code assignment up front —
minimizing claim denials and maximizing efficiency.

Whether you are responsible for assessing medical
necessity in scheduling or registration, coding medical
records, running operations in a medical office, or working
in the HIM department, CRC makes it easy to instantly
verify diagnosis/procedure codes and see what is payable
and covered from one place. Search across multiple code
sets by code, description, or key terms, or use the NCCI
Code Pair Checking tool to demystify code bundling issues.

Coder’s Resource Center (Basic)
Developed for

Basic coders, medical office staff, introductory coding students, scheduling, and registration staff

Coding Tools

Simple Code Explorer, ICD-10 Explorer, NCCI Checking PLUS 10 electronic codebooks

Specialty Content

WKL&B Coding Compliance Advisor and MediRegs Educational Webinars

State Information

Customized to your Contractor: All Medicare Administrative Contractor (MAC) Local Coverage
Determinations (LCDs) and National Coverage Information

Compliance
Resources

CMS transmittals, MLN Matters, Frequently Asked Questions, and Job Aids

Fees and Payment

Payment status indicators and national unadjusted payment rates are integrated into the
HCPCS and CPT® coding resources

Powered by the
Platform

Online access to content you can search and browse; customized Daily Alerts; Weekly Alerts;
Stored Search Alerts; and Personal Bookmark Folders

Electronic Code
Sets Include

HCPCS, CPT®, ICD-9-CM, ICD-10-CM, ICD-10-PCS, GEMs, APC, RVU, MS-DRG, NCCI, PQRI,
IOCE, MCE, POA/HAC, CPT, HCPCS, ICD-9-CM vol 1-3, ICD-10-CM .... and more

Contact us at 800-808-6800 for more information.
mediregs.com

